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Well, this is a sort of introduction/editorial, for the first
edition of this Leamingtcn @ Group journal, canpiled by various
subversive types who are basically worried as hell about the
state of our world and are determined to do something about it.
We suffered cne major problem in putting this together : that
of a lack of direction in who we were aiming this magazine at.
Is this effort destined to preach to the converted (in which cas
case much of the material will be old hat) or is it trying to
say something to all the rest of Leamington - the mad, sad,
screwed-up masses, (perhaps you), who accept without question
every denial of their human possibilities. We didn't know, so th
the end result is a hotch-potch of things people have written,
drawn, things that tickled us, sickened us, - we ended up with
stacks of stuff, a lot of which we couldn't fit in to this issue
A word about the press cuttings - although these come from
newspapers, whose consistent policy is to lie, distort and perv
ert real events, nevertheless they contain much useful informat
ion, which we should use to our advantage, and that is why we
have included so many of them. Someday we will have our cwn
efficient information service, which will dispense with this
trash - until then ....
THIS WORLD IS ROTTEN : with war (over 150 wars have been fought since Hiroshima,
killing seme 30 million people - most of the weapons that killed than were made in
factories in Europe and N. America); starvation and malnutrition (there exists
enough food for everyone's needs but not for everyone's greed - in this world, eg.

Third World exploitation by multideath corporations/govemments (eg. dangerous
pharmaceuticals - Thalidomide new in use again -, Nestle’s baby milk fiasco, dirt cheap
labour and treated as such); toxin pollution and ecological destruction (Seveso, Bhopal,
rain forest decimation - Macdonalds/VW-acid rain, contamination of air/vater/food/planet
by agricultural/indust rial/etc chemical atrocities); poverty (rich and poor, elderly
people walking around supermarkets all day in the winter just to keep warm, thid world
countries, dole - stealing to eat) ; bullshit education (crap system designed to instil
discipline, respect for authority, and general conditioning designed to maintain the
same diseased system) ; work (degrading conditions, humiliating and tedious tasks,
pi iful repayment for a wasted life, suppression of creativity); insane medical practices
(shit doctors, chemical bombardment of the human system, cure rather than prevention,
exploitive drug conpanies - over 1000% profit on one pill -, world-wide valium addiction,
scientifically invalid experimentation cn animals for profit); erime and violence (people
screwed up by the system and/or desparate) ; racism; sexism; alienation and... miserable
eknoid human beings...the list is endless.

THE SOLUTION IS SIMPLE.
IT'S GETTING THERE THAT'S HARD.
One regret that we have is that there is a lack of local information in this issue; we
tope this will improve. Half the problem is where to begin. Peruse any local paper, and if
you are any sort of a human being, you will end up feeling depressed. Petty crime, local
(sickening)bureaucracy, sexist/racist crap ah it makes me sick. LISTEN - WE'VE GOT PROBLEMS
YOU FOOLS. You may be content to say "I’m all right, Jack" but a) you’re not and b) we can
not afford to wait . The earth is dying and so are many of its animals and humans. Most of
the rest of those humans are fucked up in their heads. How long will you wait? What do you
knew about libertarian ways of life, mutual aid and self-help, anarchist theories and prac
tices in everyday life? If you den’t know then you are fucking ignorant and you den’t even
realise the misery you inflict upon others. LOVE
It is not possible to give an idea of what anarchism means within these pages. It involves
a change in each individual’s personal life. Every decision about that individual’s life
must be made by that individual, and no-one else. We are not extremists, nor can we be
conveniently classified as "somewhere left of the Marxists". If you don’t knew, you’d
better find out, because you’re screwing a lot of people’s lives up, including your cwn.
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WOMYN HAVE BEEN RAPED AT MJLESWORTH
Over the past year, Mclesworth Peace Camp has been responsible for three rapes. Two
of them, the first and the third, took place at the canp itself, the-third happened in
London and is included because both victim and raoists were ex-camoers. 2

The fi vje HAVE HAD TO WITHDRAW THE NAMES OF THE MEN INVOLVED AT
. ■ - (known as
airl
} the REQUEST OF ONE OF THE TOMYN INV3LVED.
. r If You see
names anywnexe, oe warned, i am withholding the names of tne woryn for obvious reasons.
After the first rape, which was at Molesworth,< there was a period of soul-searching,
during which a lot of anger was expressed, directed at male sexism. This has caused much
resentment among those who were there. Oppressive behaviour, it is argued, is a product of
male conditioning, which can only be overcome in a loving and supportive atmosphere. How
ever , •. I feel that although there is sone truth in this arguement, it has been used as a
rationalization, to avoid the pain that inevitably comes through genuine self-analysis.
This was about the time that many of us left Molesworth and came to live in Leamingtcn.
During this time I experienced what amounted to a nervous breakdown, brought on by a com
bination of guilt, emotional exhaustion and having ncwhere in Leamington to live. This
accounts for much of the anger and bitterness I feel about the whole subject, and I have
tried to take this into account while writing this article.
Last May, the second rape took place, in London. The victim of this rape visited Leam
ingtcn recently, and was not met with any great sensitivity or compassion by tnose who
knew her, in ny opinion and hers. The general feeling, whilst not openly expressed, was
one of "Oh no, here we go again". When I told people beforehand, they expressed shock and
horror, but were not really touched by it. The wonun concerned has been very critical of
many of them in the past, and rather than expose themselves to any more, they stayed away,
not worrying about her feelings. I won't name names, but those concerned know who I mean.
The third rape occurred at the canp, about a fortnight ago. Shortly afterwards, the
three victims, plus one female ex-camper, returned to Molesworth. They destroyed the
bender where the third rape had occurred, and wrote "wonyn have been raped at Molesworth"
on all the others. Two days later, some Greenham Wonyn arrived, and they talked about the
transition to a wonyn-anly canp. However, it nows seems that other canpers intend to
ignore the wishes of the victims and keep Molesworth mixed.
This makes me very angry indeed. I put 9 months of ny life into that place, and it
makes me very sad to say it, but the misery and suffering those three wcrryn have suffered,
and will suffer for the rest of their lives, totally outvalues anything we have ever ach
ieved. The only way to stop it happening again is to make it wcnyn-only.
If you are a man, then please stay away from Molesworth, in accordance with the wishes
of the rape victims. If you are a wonun, then be warned that Molesworth is not the safe
place we all imagined it to be.
It might be imagined that potential rapists could be identified and removed. This has
been shown not to be the case. The problem is that oppressive behaviour is not always
obvious on the surface, superficial charm and progressive words can often hide a thorough
ly reactionary nature, as has been seen at Molesworth.
This is very relevant in Leamingtcn. I have been astounded by the behaviour of sane men
who I regard as friends and who are very likeable in many ways. I am not talking about
abstract ideas, I am talking about things like beating up the wcnyn who live with them,
being unfaithful and then lying about it, and threatening violence to men they regard as
sexual carpetitors. Just as bad is the apathy of those who knew of these things. Oppress
ive behaviour cannot be tolerated. People who get uptight about the abuse of animals
should not ignore the oppression of wenyn. It's about time we gave the whole issue a high
er priority.
POSTMAN JON

A WORD ABOUT ANIMAL RIGHTS AND L.@.G.

Groups such as the Animal Rights Grp and others are divisive and sectarian, covering
one area of social and political activity. "Anarchism" ("" because ’ism’s must go) embrac
es every area of social, political and personal activity towards elimination of all forms
of exploitation and oo-ercion. The A.R. group (and others) slows and dilutes the actions
of people genuinely concerned with eliminating inequality and injustice, senarates and
divides us. It is not enough to spend your life devoted towards one area of injustice,
when, say, the land is being destroyed, people are dying through racist, statist power
structures etc etc. ALL areas must be examined and tackled. Fine, if you know about
anarchism and reject it for your own reasons - but if you don’t know, then not only are
you ignorant, but you are a hindrance as well. Time is running out.
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LONDON SQUATTERS NEWS
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The Libyan peoples* Bureau is still squatted.
On June 3 at 9am there is a support
protest at the embassy against the High
Court case to evict. The embassy is at
58 Princess Gate.
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Shortly after this we got keys cut for the front door, (to prove wa owned the
lock,
we had to take it tc the locksmith) , and removed the barricades. It was
then that the press started to arrive. This happened because a friend of a resident
worked for the B.B.C. radio c:id did a taped interview which went out on Radio 4. In
the beginning we let the press in, gave them tours, Green Books (anything to get

u
THE LIBYAN PEOPLE'S BUREAU cont....
rid of the bastard things) , and tried to get money out of them, culminating with an app
earance with Mary Parkinson on the Six O’clock Shew. Hcwever,wwe were lousy at getting
money out of them and their reports were nearly always hostile (our best was from the
Daily Telegraph!.?) we decided that no news was good news and started to refuse entry for
less than £100.
Che problem with large squats is that they require quite a lot of money to keep
going , bills and bog-paper cost quite a bit. To raise money (for us and a local ccmmunit
ity housing scheme) we decided to hold gigs, with the first one on the 3Oth of May. As
well as funds large squats need good organisation to keep running - which is something
we did not have. The gig started late and it is at this point that the first in a long
kD
string
nf
generators
r ___ / ,
00
reared its ugly head.
Having no electricity
we had agreed to buy a
generator (we hoped the
'•
/
gig would pay for it) .
i ana the owner had lent
us another one in the
meantime. However, it
: refused to start, the
I
result being total dark
ness, no P.A. and
I
peonle stumbling around.
We decided to go ahead
1
anyway for the people
already there (over 500
SQUATTERS have taken over a block of five flats in Leaiping- of them), to the gentle
. ton’s Heath Terrace, and they say they won’t budge until a strains of a drum solo
proper court eviction order is served on them,- • .
people wandered around
•*
plies of water, gas and elec out of their skulls,
The seven squatters poned while the company
tricity to'the flats had been cut
action through the court
got into the flats on Mon takps
off.
to get the squatters evicted.
; eating salad-humous
day morning through an
“All we can do now is sit and
Company secretary, Mr
• kebabs (thanks to all
____ jvait/’ he said.
insecure second floor John_Upwood, said all sup■ *
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window, and Learning
ton police are powerless
.To eject them because no
damage was caused to
the property.

those from Leamington who helped).
The next day we held another gig, swapped our generator and did
seme publicity. It was nowhere near enough people and oily fifty
turned up. Third time lucky we thought and tried again the next
Friday, Lots of people came (c. 700) , the bands arrived, we had a
nsv generator and guess what? It broke down. However an hours
frantic work got it going again, the break adding to the party. It
stopped again, but the Mutant Waste Company lent us theirs (thanks)

A notice w^s immediately
. displayed in a ground floor
window of6 the flats pro
claiming: “Take notice that
♦his is our home, we live here
^«Qdwe intend to stay here.
‘. ?*TKat if you try to enter
forcibly this is illegal and
carries a maximum sentence
of six months’ imprisonment
or a £1,000 fine.”
The notice was typewritten
on paper headed Libyan
. People’s Bureau, but the
group deny any connection
with the organisation.
A scuatters’ spokesman
said: ‘We were living at
property in Albany Terrace,
, out received an eviction
order. •
• “We intend to stay here
until an eviction order is
i made, and then we will move
on again.
“If the flats are not being
used it is pointless to waste
mem. There are a lot of home
less people in Leamington
Who need somewhere to live,
and we are trying to make a
point ourselves by taking over
• these flats,” he said.
The five flats, owned by
Heart of England News
papers, were to have been
redecorated over the next
fortnight ready * for sale in
July.
•This has now been post. i

and the gig lasted till six o’clock when the tube trains started
running. During the gig two residents did a Fire-juggling act and
some idiot dropped a lighted match into a can of petrol, fortunat
ely nothing happened. All in all a most enjoyable gig.
The day for the court case arrived and due to a technicality, the
other solicitors were acting cn behalf of The Libyan arab people’s
Jaminheriad instead of The People’s Libyan arab Jaminheriad, It
was dismissed. Then Stonehenge happened; peonle left the bureau
for that and Glastonbury. So not a lot happened until ’’Checkmate"
which was written by one of the residents, was put on. Once more
publicity was not exactly fantastic and so practically no-one
showed up; however as the play ran more and more people arrived,
until on the last night about thirty people turned up and thoro
ughly themselves.
We received court papers through the door, but as they had no
court date on them we ignored them. In fact we had been given a
court date but we were not informed about it, despite saneone
ringing the court every week. We eventually found out about it
with one week to go and tried to fight it in court; but the opp
osition showed documents with dates on them, swore blind that
ours had had dates on them and of course the judge believed them
- they got their eviction order and we got 28 days to get out.
That was on the 1st of July.
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THE LIBYAN PEOPLE’S BUREAU cont. . .

‘If we
out by

With living at the embassy we
were never at a loss for "inter.esting" people. Some were relat
ively harmless like the Scottish
Rastafarian or Electrobop Chris who
did things like telling us what he
used to do in the array, and then,
when showing us how to do it fell
twenty feet. Others were a little
more serious such as the matter of
. the P.L.O. who assured us that he
was holding a borab and would blow
us all up if we didn't let him in
in fact it was a piece of radio
|
innards: or the Libyan who explain
ed that wa would all be machine-gunned - the person he was talking to had just been sacked
from an oil coirpany for being a security risk and happily gave him the names and addresses
of his bosses. Early on in the squat, one loony in a flat cap came round and let off a
fire extinguisher and smashed a cabinet, he was unoerimcniously ejected. Other people that
we met had had a^pough time - like the Yugoslavian weman who stabbed her sister and is now
tai hospital in Yugoslavia.
in a men.
;MCZ3
some of the problems we encountered with the
^4^
°*eare worth saying a little about as they apply to any
bureau
large
3 squat. The main problem was that it was just too big a
place, . Cout^,
we had almost two dozen people living there at times and

J
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other
I

••

’
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with a quick
turnover of residents fifty or so people have lived
there, with many of the
people who moved out still heavily involved with the
place. Having so many interested parties scattered throughout London oomnunicaticn became
a problem, people felt left out. House meetings were poorly attended or abandoned. Some
there but keeping a room and baspeople seemed to be using the bureau, not living
to the expulsion of one person,
ing plans on using the place. Eventually this led
The squat was originally meat-free and while it
wasn't an 'anarchist' squat
- recently people have movnone^the-less most people there were anarchist
those already there (ie they
ed in whose political views are at odds with
this has caused a lot of ten*
are right wing) and who brought meat in,
other problem is that the L.E.B.
sion - especially among the vegans. An
squats as commercial premises, so
and the water board can declare large
. By the way, if you have your water
that they can demand huge deposits. .
a water key on you, do remerrber to
turned off and just happen to have
hole when you've turned the water back
spill some concrete down the
• crete it up when they check it again,
on or else they will just ooncharge a ridiculous amount : we cocked it
Also ignore the press or
free AND besides if you ask for £1000 to talk
up by letting the radio in
t it. Remember the press like rolling in
to you, you just might
in they'll either make it up or say nothing,
filth - if you don’t let
they'll still make it up. The nain thing to be
if you do let them in
had fuck all and it shewed, the main thing is to inlearnt is organisation, we pening, not hold lots of meetings with chairpersons,
form people of what is hapgreat fun to squat but for peace of mind I'd prefer
At the end of the day it was
M
•
somewhere a little smaller.
SEB (16/7/86)
\
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THE THEATRE
STATE

CONTROL

THROUGH ENTERTAINMENT

PART CNE : WHY GO TO THE THEATRE ANYWAY ?

cannot tolerate any alirt exprttrion, any frtt, natural ntoatmmt

I'll tell you why these "people" go to the theatre.- O.K. So some of them might
actual ly want to see a play but inextricably linked with this is the moronic display of
materialism - who's wearing the latest or the most fashionable or the most expensive .
item of clothing. Or there's the pathetic display of people fussing about who is talking
to who and who can drop the most famous names in 30 seconds. Honestly, it makes me want
to threw up all over the bastards. The worst thing of all is people pay vast sums of
money to do this.
Normally the standard of acting, scenery, costume, lighting etc in such a venue is of
the highest quality, and all very spectacular,but this doesn't mean the plays themselves
are any good. Most of them boost people's belief in their everyday lives as the oorrec
way to live. Even those "lefty" plays which are produced normally fail to work- eg.
"An Accidental Death Of An Anarchist" by Dario Fo - a very famous play - it is funny
and has a lot to say. Uhfotunately when the middle-class audiences and critics got hold
of it, it lost all effect. People laughed, thought it was good but they went away not
really grasping the point of the play. If theatre is going to go to these prats then
it's got to scare the shit out of them : it needs to make them THINK and motivate them to
ACT.
New, if we look at why the middle-classes go
to the theatre, it is pretty obvious to see why
the working class and the unemployed do not go
- it costs too much and reeks of shit. Who
wants to pay vast sums of money, sit next to
some snotty couple daubed in dead animals,
and watch a mindless piece of drama which
everycne digests without a thought? I cert
ainly don't.
What is needed is real theatre - drama
which presents itself to as many people as
possible. It needs to entertain but at the
Seine time provide an audience with seme
thing to think and act about. Theatre has
.Anybody't slave.
CUV CjCvj- UUt
the power to free people's minds for a
limited period or time. We need theatre
their minds and bodies forever.

S®UL

PART II in next issue; if you want to get involved in real theatre (Odin, Living
Theatre etc) then get in touch and we'll put you in touch with other interested
people. DO SOMETHING - OTHERS IN LEAMINGTON ARE.,

Review

OF COURSE THERE AKE

SOME
CHANNEL 4 - WEDS. 23rd JULY - 10:55 - 12:15
"MAY THE FORCE BE WITH YOU."

/?OTT£ZJ APPLES
RUT I J 0 INS b THE.
ANb HAVE you
POLICE. FOKCE To
TO
STOP HUGGlNC I
QME. IT UP

Fantastic progranme, hot why on so late ? Most of the
people watching the progranme would have already seen
such a view of the police u A woman at the end of the
programme sard ’it ought to have terrified the people
at Southall t at Orgreave, at Stonehenge... it didn’t.
Who will be the next?’
Well, this great insight into the po*lice could
have done far more good to those potential victims and
non-victims of direct police action if May The Force
Be With You had been screened at, say, 7 or 8 pm.,
rather than at 10:55 onwards.
But then such times would clash with such as Cor
onation Street or Wogan or some other trivia. Yet the
people and the powers that be in the media, yes even
the great Channel 4, see the people as having the need
to see 'the good ol' life'. Yes, even with its ups and downs, that makes the progranme
more real, don't you see? Yet they will not fucking sit down and see what is, and has
been happening in the real world for years.
If only those ardent consumers of Dallas, the Royal fucking Wedding, Crossroads and
all the rest of the utter shit that gets churned out by our T.V. Channels, digested with
out swallowing by the consumers and regurgitated into "reality", if these people could
see such terrifying actualities then perhaps Channel 4 wouldn't have the need to show
such a progranme at all, because we wouldn't have a police force left; and neither would
we have a state which permits such terror and actively organises such fear and atrocities.
Yet every little Watergate is permitted so as to reassure those scared to death con
formists who just might begin to see the hypocrisy - that they live in a country of free
speech.' I mean, if the police and Government were really so bad, why would such a pro
granme as May The Force Be With You be shown? Surely they couldn't let the people knew
such atrocities go on?
To back this up such publication is financed by the pewers which have a large say in
how the whole damn machine operates. That's why such a progranme can only say so much.
For exanple, that 'our society needs a police force which answers to the democratic
needs of the people to protect them from criminals'. The biggest "criminals" are the
police and those who aid and abet them (who makes prison cell doors - who decides on a
six inch as opposed to a seven inch window in those doors?) for their cwn ends. I can't
really believe, with ray heart still pounding after such a holocaust, that the presenter
said "we need a police force". The police force ought to be smashed, hopefully receiving
some of the bodily and mental wounds that it has inflicted on so many.
Then, again, May The Force Be With You is the first part of the serial. The police
themselves get the upper hand in defending themselves against the plain evidence of mal
icious, brutal, racial prejudices. Thus leaving the 'ordinary person in the street' with
a sweeter taste in their mouths than the bitter one in their mouths at present (that's
if any watched it).
Thus, the timing and position in
Evading Pursuit
Solid brass plant sprayers going under the trade name of "Mist'ifier" or similar
the serial of the progranme ach>
can be bought 1n any hardware shop. The nozzle is removed and welded to the
ieves. very little in shewing the
exhaust manifold and the container is put inside with the driver and connected to
the nozzle unit with a length of copper tubing.
people who need to know what real
First, a hole 1s drilled 1n the exhaust manifold the size of the nozzle of a paint or
ly goes on in their sweet little
plant sprayer. When the nozzle is welded in place a lenath of cooper tubing is
affi-xed to the nozzle tube and fed into the driver's compartment. The tubing is
world. Fuck what Mrs Jones is
then attached to the spray unit inside the driver's compartment under the dashboard.
To use, the container is filled with castor oil, bought at any chemists. Burned
wearing to sit in her lounge to
castor oil will blot out anything on the road behind you.
watch the Royal Weeding. The TV
A friend tried this and just put a few short squirts to see what would happen.
The effect from his exhaust pipe was so wild that it looked like a bomb had been
can have a real and huge effect on
dropped on the motorway. He was so startled he allowed himself to be pulled over
people by filming events, eg .
by a cop and he almost got locked up for it. He could have got away if he had
made a smokey run for it.
Stonehenge '85 and Southall '79, &
It is the hot exhaust manifold which turns the castor oil into smoke. Smoke
showing the real points of oontenscreens in war are made usinq this simple principle. Crank case oil to be thrown
away is great for smoke screens. It could also hiqhlight the idea of recycling in
ion.
your area. On the road, the smoke will cause pursuers to slow down in order to see.
K.«
Although I mainly see the eff—
(iMVEcncrfmue
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Up On August 10th 1976KatohtoQinerito*W*e«tof v -•
The network had its second
: by Japanese police on the island of Hokkaido (AtototoNri)
F«fc»*Y 8th 1977 i
for a cqme he did not commit. Since tha^'toefui dtoib* z
'
** *
delegates meeting in Leamington
Hearing so protasthis mnocence, hut' it was held in
has languished in sectary con<htoO*^MA|pttotb‘';^4,’7 •
• “•<
and is going well. The network
Detention Centre. 1 •_
On March JBth 1883 District Court JUdgs Mi*
The 'crime* Omori is alleged Ip btto ctoimiitort was 7'- v
exists to strengthen ccmnunic«hqjknji sentenced Kebuhise Omori to death by h
a bomb explosion on the first floor offtwpof the 4/4 44
at ion between anarchists in the L - -Hokkaido Government.fo ^ppom^fty;7;< 44
//••'Wtoflme iMdpmori wet* threat ^oocbty and
Midlands, for more efficient
:
' •
’deiWMed to die; the smile pf a bioodoocking vamput
’
- • 4:44.VTHE
AINU
PEOPLE
AND
.....
resources sharing, skill shar E4 'Thoaa particular officaa of ItnparialJapao’had-baen'
4Maapread tomes the judge's tee as he pamd
Whence. ,,•
.... « 4V'...
ing, support for class-struggle h*?-used to administer meaffmof 4)4 Atos people in-the
•:^-p4,;Since
s<nce then appeals by Omori hwe boen
been rejected
tweeted
same way at the Bureau of todton Aftebstoes for 47 ■
facesexecutiori in the very near future.
prisoners and co-ordination of
fcg Native Americans. Imperial Japantrim blitters against. v,x,J
^CitOihuo Omori must not be emMuted by the
actions in the Midlands. The
the Ainu people by acts of blatant discrimination in ;
gmemment aod he must be set free, because
•
*
../biey know and weAnow he is inpocent
Network can be contacted at the V nothing less than a racist manner Atautneshiri was .
.colonised by the Japanese after the Mpyimstocatlon in
following address for informat Vf>j \ . 1868. The Japanese have oontinually subjugated the
you amid Mopf^nt Mi bvb^ Kt from being
population, using the Ainu people as slave
ion : Midland7s @ Network,
r original
labour and raping the women of the Mend- '..■ " :,f<
.■■-r7, ■■'.•.*•
.r. ■ 7••
Box A, Mushroom Bookshop
Although we know Omori is innoceRt of the crime
Awtmg m promtt cpbort Japen^
jn
-•
H
w wwms tn um
laid against him, he did showsymptthy and solidarity
<
•* WQfting to the Embeasy of Japan.
1 0 Heathcote Street,
' towards the Ainu peopte. HbiritkJaparwe imperialiam
hrotesting on the 11TH AUGUST to draw
Nottingham.
lies at the bottom of thtapenaoution of Wm by the;
9."""
•**>*
\. rlTa
ionai support ”
and ^Wftysolidarity. You
vou ootdd abo write to or
J*w«ae MUblWirwnt,.:
This is the current external
,-TTlftioai the Jeneram Emhaaiy. In Rondon the address
address for the Network. The
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R»' ;
f— ■___ _
Omori hes been convicted pn e(iren>e4y f|imay evid- 7 > . •
next delegates meeting will be
eoce, ie he possessed batteries end*auge*Jrid did not
at the @ Sumner Camp in Sheff Wv have a fire extinguisher at hfc flej. "h was atoo cleimed * ••
• * ♦*'
DLW
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one
person
who
later
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extracts From "The Human Cbst Of Nuclear War"

-"Today the stockpile of nuclear weapons around the world is such
that if only 4% were used, irost of tike Northern Hemisphere
could be destroyed."

HUMAN BEINGS CONTD..

-ately leads to chaos.
-"A 12 ton railway wagon designed for carrying coal could equally
Basically, the failing is
well carry 12 tons of T.N.T. If the Hiroshima bomb, which was
that authority defines a
equivalent to I35OO tens of T.N.T., were loaded onto railway wagens
the train would stretch for 4 miles. The largest thermo-nuclear
universal path or guideline
device so far exploded was the equivalent of 58000000 tons of T.N.T
where there is none. If
A train carrying that amount of T.N.T. would stretch right around
the world at the latitude of London with 3000 miles overlap."
there was a universal path,
there could not be such a
-"The major nuclear powers together have enough megatonage now to
thing as free thought which,
reproduce the Second World War onoe a day for 16 years."
to us, is a total absurdity.
tons of T.N.T. were
-"In World War Two, the equivalent of 3
Authority is the manipulation
expended, and over 40 000000 people died. The current world
000000 tons of T.N.T."
araenals contain the equivalent of 16
of free will, rather than
the natural process of
- COUNTING
individual thought.
*
But today
A
baby
eternally, we are
* The front-page hero
Tries to count his toes,
* Is a man
limited by our physical
A child
* Who counts to zero.
His fingers,
capabilities, whilst inter
•
Then he goes
nally the use of free thought
* 10...
To school
*
knews no boundaries. Our
9...
And come the proud day
*
8...
When
is inside our
*
7...
Unaided
* (Not a cloud in bright blue heaven)
minds, as the way we think
He counts up to ten’
*
6. • •
ultimately determines the way
*
5...
we live. Unfortunately, in
*
•
4...
*
3* • •
today's society, the thoughts
Then 20...
*
(Bomber turns and bomb falls free)
30..
•
of outsiders can also deter
* 2...
40...
•
mine the way we live.
*
I... (The silence!.)
On
Because we live in an
*
To hundred
*
ZERO
thousand
authoritarian society, it
* Hell
Million.
..
is authority that sets our
* Breaks loose.
* (Helluva hero!)
boundaries, and these
•
*
Reaching
boundaries in most cases
*
xjeyond what he is taught,
* As the pestilential cloud
become our physical capabil
A child
* Climbs into the burning sky
embraces
ities. The use of free
* Think of those who’ll need a shroud
Daring thought.
thought is important, as it
♦
When they prematurely die.
•
*
is the only thing that gives
A♦
us true individualism, and
* Remember,
Absorbing
* As tne world rearms
although all may possess
All
*
«nd the H-bomb megaton forces mount
The
world
can
give,
free thought, few of us use
* The child with mutilated arms,
A child
it. The reason being that
★ The baby
Desires to live
* With no toes to comt.
And live.’.
most are unaware of its
existance, and those that are
Peter Tempest.
aware, sctne use it, and others
"First Poems"
don't because they find it
easier to fit in with the
majority, or ''THE NORM". Here once again, authority intervenes. Mbst of us are unaware of
the existance of free thoght because it is desirable for authority that this should be the
case. If the majority were to use free thought, the rule of authority would become almost
obsolete. Authority however, once again laying down the standard guideline, has given us
a definition of free thought that is complimentary to itself. This is why, when asked, most
will say they possess it, when in reality they don't. If we apply the same logic to "freedom"
,we will find that similar cicumstances prevail. Freedom to most of us means the ability to
do whatever we desire whenever we wish to do so. It is true albeit to a limited extent, that
most of us enjoy our freedom, but this "freedom" exists only within the boundaries created by
ourselves and defined by authority. Defined by authority because authority is unable to give
us true freedom or aleviate the boundaries, because to do so would be to destroy itself. Henc
, in effect, the "freedom" we are given by authority is false. "Created by ourselves",
because inevitably we make our cwn desisions, and up until now, authority has been our produc
(However, as stated before,the decisions we make are affected by our modes of thought. So
should we not possess -true freedom of thought, it so f^xlows.tnat w<= should not have the
ability to make free choice.)
"Look into the depths of your own beings t
Seekout the truth, and realise it in yourselves.
.4
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^RCHIST Wo/l1
CONFERENCE

/ulY 26/27

6

9

Notiingtcn womyn did a fantastic job of organising the Anarcho-Feminism Conference.
All those who attended hope that this will be the start of a wcmyns' Network, many more
Conferences and get-togethers. By late Sunday afternoon there were between 6O-73.wasyn,,
many more than I thought would attend. Every wanun there was really encouraged by the
tum-out.
There are things we have already learnt by the weekend. One of them being;-that there
j”st wasn't enough time. Also, it was a real hassle not being able to sleep and have the
social at the Coimunity Centre (Queen's Walk) but we managed. Saturday passed far too
quickly: one workshop, one film, and a lcng chat in the corridor were the things I did.
Partly due to my arriving late, partly because workshops were just too close togethor
time-wise. Mind you, the caretaker kicked us out at 5.30pm; so time was very limited
Workshop-topics covered Anarcho-Feminism, Sexuality, Ireland, Massage, Racism/Awareness, Class.Trade Unions/and Work, Squatting, Relationships, Self-Defence, and Direct
Action. The Squatting workshop was the only one which did not get off the ground, due to
lack of time.
I had wanted to go to all of the workshops, but with two or three on the same time
it was inpossible. Each workshop was facilitated by one wcmun, who gave a small introtalk outlining her tjoughts on the subject. Then an open floor. In all workshops, at
least the ones I attended there was no need of a facilitator: everyone listened and
spoke their views with consideration to others trying to express theirsi
In the Ireland and-Racism/Awareness talk we discussed our position as wcmyn and as
anarchists. For exanple, wanting to shew our sipport to tne working class struggle in
Ireland against the same government as the one we are righting over here in England. And
yet as womyn we see the,,what seens to me, inherent sexist policies of the IRA.Another
very inportant point was raised, which links the two workshops: that we mustn't muscle
in on the indivual struggles of the Irish and the Blacks; yet we support their struggles
and wish to show support. Stronger linxs with our oomnunities must be forged. But we
shouldn't just ask the fighters 'What can we do to show support?' Rather use our cwn init
iative and perhaps then ask if there are any objections. Taking into account their own
feelings. Just some ideas.
This last point is especially significant since out of the nearly 70 wcnyn there was
only one Black womun. Why? Different groups in Britain have different methods of dealing
with their oppression. It could like liking your enemy by fighting with Whites, since th
Blacks are fighting White oppression and racism.
Anyway, a huge disappointment was that there weren't more wanyn from Leamington. There
were 24 wort^tn 4 children, and -1 dog from Brixton. Two other wcmyn (Emily and Sarah) came
up with me on Saturday, but couldn't stay for Sunday. The Social and Sunday were far bet
ter than Saturday. Sorry Emily and Sarah.' Not least because it would be great to talk
over the ideas from the Conference with other wcmyn. One thing the three of us dec
ided to do is to set up a Vfcmyns' Group in Leamington. More later.
The Nottingham Anarcho-Feminism Conference is a great start and is really encouraging.
And I'm really glad that I didn't miss it.
♦

•

"KING LEAR RAW" - NOW THEATRE
Av

If anyone should happen to be
in Edinburgh between the dates of
25 - 30 AUGUST, then it might be
worth going to see this play. It
is a new version of Shakespeare’s
play only it is a little differ
ent to say the least.’ NOW Theatre
consists of a small no. of Leam.
Anarchists, and the company have
radically altered and cut the
original to illustrate certain
arguements concerning power and
its destruction. It should be

j

r

BENEFIT PERFORMANCE BATH PLACE

22nd AUGUST

A benefit performance of King Lear Raw will be held in
Bath Place Camunity Centre on the above date from 8:00
onwards (evening). Bands will follcw, social, and pro
ceeds to the anarchist group. If you want to perform/
play/help then tell us at the @ group meeting on Sunday.
-------------- ————

Leaming^ion @s ncM have their cwn. duplicator/ available

for use by anyone with a good enough reason.
I

Congratulations and best wishes to Su on the birth
of her zeautiful baby. May he live in liberty.

REVIEW.."MAY THE FORCE
BE WITH YOU" cont

THE VJORL.D IS DYING
The World seemc to be crumbling into disrepair;Hate and violence is growing

more and more large-scale and extreme;Animals are still being tortured in the name
of science and eaten in the name of greed;Women are still being raped;Governments
are still causing wars and creating hunger,illness and poverty;Multinational comp

anies are still destroying the countryside and rain-forests.
The 'general public1,(you and me),are indulging in the decadence and getting

•high* on the false reality of city ’Life1.Too scared to really look at what is

happening because we don't want to face up to the fact that we are part of this

shit.Too wrapped up in our own self-image,ego,greed,weakness,drugs,apathy,t.v. —

soap operas,comics,records,gigs,minds,bodies,guilt ;Escapism.Too frightened.Too

scared to look inside ourself,for the Real 'us',let alone other Feople."Too cond
itioned; Too frightened;Too tired;Too stoned;Too screwed up'.’

NO EXCUSE.

The World is dying.

Anarchists are running round,chanting;"Fight war,not wars";"Bash the rich";
"Fuck the system"and"Feace and Freedom,now".

ect of such films /TV as
preaching to the convert
ed, it does have one big
advantage. It gives us
hard, undeniable fact tha
that what we think and
knew is RIGHT. That we ca
can’t be duped back into
their way of thinking and
living. We need more peop
people to oomnunicate the
truth without their des
tructive bias and infl
uence. Take time to talk
sense to people. -aflfT

How can we change the World to live

in Peace if we can't even change ourselves?What are we gonna put in place of the

system after we've trashed the cities and there's no more rich leftVWho will 'Clair
War' start on then?How are we gonna feed ourselves?Treat illnesses?
I'm not saying we should give up or support this system,but,as a whole,as a

* movement',we are stupid,naieve and ignorant.Everybody i6,to differing levels.All
we're doing at the moment is slagging each other off,dividing ourselves,alienating

ourselves,living in ghettoes and speeding up the processes of 'Big Brother',giving
them the chance to flex their muscles,letting them use the Miners,the Convoy,etc.,
as training for the big 6tuff,(whatever and whenever).While we argue amongst our
selves, they are arming themselves.

What I'm trying to sayis:Forget our differences.Communicate amongst each other
We need to help and Care for each other if we're to achieve a Caring World,where

People help each other.LISTEN to and try to UNDERSTAND one another.We're too wrap
ped up in our own personal grievances and hang-ups.We are all class-bastards,all

stupid,all mad.We BBS are the World,so we'd better get the shit out of ourselves.
It's gonna take time;It's gonna be hard.But it's gonna be worth it.We can do

it—together!

SU LIBERTY.XXaaaaXXXXa

1905

SAY THAT
WORD AGAIN ,
I LOVE IT/

II
II
dustrial economy;
they looked to the Social Democrats
—if to
any political party at all—for the protection of their interests.
Still another reason for the failure of anarchism to attract a
larger following was the reluctance of most Russians, even those
in the lowest depths of despair, to accept either the ultra-fanati
cism
II of Bakunin or the seemingly naive romanticism of Kropot
kin as a plausible solution to their pressing difficulties. The
socialist parties of Russia, in contrast to those of Western Europe
II
with their strong reformist taint, were sufficiently militant
to
accommodate all but the most passionate and idealistic young
students and craftsmen and the rootless drifters of the city under
world. Finally, the very nature of the anarchist creed, with its
II 
bitter hostility toward hierarchical organizations of any sort, im
peded the growth of a formal movement. The Social Democrats,
by contrast, not only shared much of the revolutionary spirit of
anarchism, but were able to bolster it with an effective organiza
tional underpinning.
For these reasons, throughout the quarter-century of their
existence the Russian anarchists were to remain a varied assort
ment of independent groups, without a party program
measure of effective c
II
show that anarchism, so closely attuned to the “maximalist
”
mood of revolutionary Russia, would exert an influence in the
opening decades of the new century quite out of proportion to
the number of its adherents.
1

1

*

f

GO FOR IT !
Organise,vt. To give an organic structure to,to arrange
so as to communicate,to be ready for action.

Organisation, n» Act or process of organising:suitable
disposition of parts for performance of

vital functions.
The anarchist movement is not a single issue campaign,

it flows over and permeates all political,personal and
social areas. I feel that if you can accept that then
you must accept that each anarchist has different areas
of emphasis,different opinions about ideas,tactics and

theory.
To impose a slab of pre-formed ideology,however
flexible,on other anarchists,is an expression of
authoritarian ways of thinking. To set up fractional

organisations or areas within the anarchist movement,
is in my opinion,only constructive when the people

involved are mainly trying to reach out to non
anarchist , workers , student s , unemployed people,etc. It
is not helpful if either they or anarchists outside
these organisations start seeing each as being mutuallyI
exclusive to the other.
An anarchist idea or theory might well be exclusive •

of another,but if we start seeing fellow anarchists as
walking sets of ideas,instead of people who we should
be tolerant and flexible towards,then we loose any hope

of building something genuine and strong.
To claim an idea as "my truth" and to carry it away

to a mental ghetto,hardly interacting with anyone else
unless to put forward "my truth" is the point at

which "my truth" starts becoming more like a lead
entombed ideology.
But,you may say,doesn't the anarchist movement as
a whole do just that in relation to the outside world ?

•

Yes,we do,but I think it's a legitimate form of self.
.. . ’
’
...
•—»
defence,against the real and physical forces that

govern us,and against the interior forces like

tradition,accepted behaviour,and our lifetime of
conditioning. But I doubt if it's going to make a

revolution happen unless we get organised and

mobi1ized•
"Organisation" doesn't mean that we have to stop
being able to imagine what it's like to be another
person,or to surrender our right to individual action,

or to accept orle single set of ideas. What it does mean

is that we have to be tolerant of other people and

groups.
I don't like labels,but let me give you an exampleyou can call yourself an "Indivijdualist" , or you can
call yourself a "Co-operativist" - both a fairly rigid
frame of mind,but if the individualist says "T'm an
individualist (who aims to co-operate)", and the co-op
-erativist says "I'm a co-operativist (wno aims to
nurture’ individuality)", then the two can at least
work together in some way.
All very well,you may say,but if there's no
groups near you,and you're starting to wonder if'

The following is the text of an anti
teargas leaflet handed out around the
Sorbcnne University, Paris during the uprising of 1968.
1. PREVENTATIVE MEASURES
If you have no gas mask :
Uhderwater, motorcycle or ski goggles,
etc...(close fitting). Keep half a lemon
in the mouth (to aid respiration), and
some cottcn wool around the nose andmouth. DON'T stay in a layer of gas and
don't wet the material around your mouth
and DON'T open water faucets, or put wat
water in your eyes or face because it ma
may react with the gas to give off toxic
products. DON'T breathe the gas from of
offensive grenades (the canes which make
a lot of noise going off). ON THE SKIN a layer of make-up base or vaseline. FOR
THE EYES- drops, EXCEPT HYDROCORTISONE OR
OTHER CORTISONE DROPS.
2. IF SOMEONE IS OVERCOME BY FUMES
Not all doctors know what to do :
A. 1. Get the patient, without making hi
him/her make any effort, to a heated,
well ventilated room.
2. Be sure he moves as little as poss
ible. '
3. Apply a drop of sulphurated ether
to the nostrils.
B. Let the patient get as much oxygen as
possible and leave him to rest.
C. No food for 4 hours after absorbing
the gas.
With serious cases there is a risk of dr
dry pulmonary lesions (bronchitis, spit
ting up blood) or in the case of saturat
ion death by pulmonary lesions.
Chlorine grenades (in transparent cylind
ders) are corrosive and attack the exter
nal and internal mucous membranes.

TO PROTECT AGAINST PROJECTILES
Don't wear any nylon clothing (which bur
bums) or paper wadding.
■ '
Do wear a crash helmet, or construction
workers hat.
If a grenade falls near you DO NOT pick
it up, move away - it may explode.

the discussion of group tactics...
a revolution is ever going to happen,how can you

1) Power is not only what you have but what the
enemy thinks you have.

organise ? Well,all organisation starts from
communication - write to your nearest group,even if

they’re 50 miles away,ask if they've got any
contacts in your area* Or put an ad in the anarchist

2) Never go outside the experience of your people,
if you do,the result is confusion,retreat,and a
breakdown in communication.

papers saying you're starting a group,and see what
happens.
If you do get a small group formed,or there

3) Wherever possible go outside the experience

of your enemy. Here you want to cause confusion,fear
and retreat. Don't do what is expected.

already is one,all well and good. From that point on,
theory,tactics and action (with a little tolerance)

come together into a whole.

Without necessarily agreeing with all of what

4) Make your enemy live up to their own book of
rules. Very few organisations can do this,or live up
to their projected image.

5) Ridicule is one of our most potent weapons,it
is almost impossible to counterattack humorous rid.i

follows,I think that the following 'Rules For
Radicals' put forward by the american,Saul Alinsky

in the early 70's. form a viable starting point for

It also infuriates the enemy,who then react to your
advantage.

But first we «ust try and understand the nature of our subjegatton
POLITICAL SPECTRUM

(1>

The existing one-dimentional left/right axis is wholly
clear understanding of politics.

inadequate for any

The proposed two dimentional political spectrum introduces a
Libertarian/author1 tarian axis which clarifies many positions previously
excluded or confusingly labeled.

It re-locates the position of inherently authoritarian political theories
of both the left and right which in the traditional scheme are at opposite

on

ext remes.
It also clarifies the position of nor.-total i tar 1 an political theories
which likewise exist beyond the parameters of Par 11 amentary democracy

Self

Anafchy
Lawlessness
help/se|f regulation

nder common law
The Individual
the law
Do what thou wilt sh 11 be the whole of
LIBERTARIAN RIGHT:
yourself
know
to
government,
LIBERTARIAN LEFT:
No property, no law,
8,
9. • •
7,
,2,3,4,5, 6,
Looking out for Number
under common 1 aw
Free
enterpr
i
se
Individuals in free assoriatlon
•
Indendent religiou s cults
Leader less communes
Anarcho-capitai ism
autonomous groups
Band i try
Anarch 1sm
Surv i va11sm
Mutual aid and co-operation
PARL AMENTARY
Chaos
Radical Greens and ecologists
The black economy
Communal 1sm
Hierarchical rebel groupings
DEMOCRACY
Liberal
The world Is a common treasure house to all
Common law under privilege
Federal if
Organised crime
Free Democ
Laisez faire Capitalism
Community P°
Profit sh
The State subservient to Privlleg
Worker Partic
Multi-national corporatiors
Tory
Proper ty---------- --------------- ----THE
y
STATUS
Conservet i sn>
QUO
THE PEOPLE
r
Social Democracy
—------ ------- L i berat i on theo 1 ogy
Democratic Social
01igarchy
All power to the workers soviets
Trade*Unioni sm
Collective will protected by the State
Privilege protected by the state
Co-operative movet ent
Workers control
Mixed economy
Neo-Feudalism
Vanguard Socialism
Fundamentalist Religious state
Trotskyi sm
Monarchist state
Ultra Leftism

Falang i sm
Communism
Fasc ism
Dictatorship of the proletariat
Pr i vi lege subservient to the- state
Collective will subservient to the State
National Socialism
State Capitalism
. >
aw is happiness
Obedience to the
AUTHORITARIAN RIGHT
The state - a l^w unto itself
AUTHORITARIAN LEFT
The law - a stajt e unto itself
Inst i tut ionalisr d bureaucracy
Radical Halt ionalism
v
Police k tate
Mi 11 tar* I sm
THE STATE

e

n
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WARWICK UNIVERSITY ANARCHIST GROUP

PAN

«

Paris, October 3rd. 1980. 6.20pm.
"Having placed the bomb on the bonnet
of the Mfhari parked in rue Copernic. the
two men left by motor-bike along rue
Lauriston, changing their brown shirts for
the uniform of guardians of the (social)
peace and returned on foot along avenue
Raymond Poincare to save the population
• • •

• What use can a blind bomb attack serve unless to blind? In these times of social war it is a
little violently that dust is thrown into our eyes. The advent of a “Nazi” terrorism in Italy,
Germany and France is the logical outcome of the strategy of fear inaugurated in 1969 by
the Italian State with the Piazza Fontana bombings, and continued since. It is not the mad
ness of a few stupid activists, red or black, which is at the origin of the explosion in the rue
Copemic. but the cynical reasoning of defenders of the bankrupt commodity order. Here, as
in Bologna or Munich, terrorism is. for the State, the weapon which permits the social war
to be militarised, to increase the police control of society, to pass lois scflfrates (emergency
laws) like that which, in Italy, allows an accused person to be kept in prison for 12 years
without trial. The bogey of the fascist arbitrary has no other goal than to make the
“democratic” arbitrary accepted. We are served up Auschwitz again in order to conceal
better that it is the whole of this society which has become a concentration camp.

The priests of the left and creeps of the right, professional snivellers and rabbinocrat sky
pilots who today come to replay the traditional parade of vain indignation only want to
rally the crowds to the institutions that these former tend more and more to discard. All
united in order to remake the Popular Front up to the Vel d’Hiv’**

Illusions kill more than bombs, and the powerless “innocents” are all potential corpses.
Whoever has not yet understood that terrorism is the work of the State is condemned to
remain only an exploited worker and poisoned consumer, an insulted voter and manipu
lated militant, a sacrificed mug and martyr that ideologues barter amongst themselves.

IF YOU WANT THE END OF TERRORISM,
PREPARE THE END OF THE STATE!
Paris, October 7th, 1980.
•Pandore: cop in French. The original title
of this leaflet was. La Boite des Pandores

Translated and published in London,
October 25th, 1980.

••Cycle-racing track in Paris where Jewish
people were herded by the French police on
behalf of the Nazis (16 and 17 July 1942).

Having been left with the task of cont
inuing the @ grp. at Warwick Lhiv., I
had to cctne to sane conclusions as to
what the grp at such an establishment
actually does. It seems to fall into 2
categories : i) Last year, out of appr
9000 students, there were about 3 active
anarchists. Something obviously needs to
be done to encourage more students to
get involved. This basically involves
educating them. To be totally hcnest
most students are shits.(I was quite dis
illusioned when I went there, having as
umed that more of them would be more aw
are than they actually are.) If we can’t
get more than a handful of people to see
our perspective then we must be making
mistakes somewhere, (or state brain-wash
ing is hideously strong) (It is! Ed.)
ii) The 2nd area, which is
probably more relevant to ncn-students is
the amount of facilities available at
the Uni. For this reason we hope to org
anise benefit gigs to support the @ grp.
As a result of this we will be able to
pay for photooopying/printing and offer
the services free of charge to other @'s
who want to use it.
If anyone is willing to do a benefit
in the future could they write tQ the @
grp. at Univ, of Warwick, Coventry, CV4
7AL. BANDS/POETS/THEATRE/SPEAKERS/CRAFTS
/ALL WELCOME
@@@@@(^@@@@@@@SAUL@@@@@@@

ment. As with "nonviolent" against "violent",this is
re
that
people
will
have
to
decide
for
themselves,while
6) A good tactic is one your people enjoy. If you'
• respecting other peoples views. One rule can’t always
not having fun doing it,there is t^mething wrong with
be applied to different campaigns or tactics,though.
the tactic.

7) A tactic that drags on too long becomes a drag

and a ritualistic commitment.
8) Keep the pressure on,with different tactics
and actions. Try to use all events of the time for

w your purpose.

9) The threat is usually more terrifying than the
thing itself.
10) The major premise for tactics is the developm
ent of operations that will maintain a constant
pressure upon the enemy. This pressure produces the
•

_

reactions that lead to the next action and so on.
Constant pressure sustains action.

11) The price of a successful attack is a constructive
alternative. You cannot risk being trapped by the
enemy if he trys to absorb you into his structure by

Alinsky also puts forward a useful list for the
development of tactics.
1) Work for a victory,even if it’s only a small one.
2) Objectives should be achievable with the current

level of support.
3) Make sure that you make the best use of people,
resources and strengths you have. Be sure that eve
in the group knows what's happening and what's exp
4) Seize and keep the initiative
5) Relate tactics to an overall strategy,
6) Tactics should be used where the opposition is

weakest and least prepared.
7) Tactics should be used when the group is strongest

a sudden agreement to your demand,saying "You're

and best prepared.
8) Targets should be real and concrete,and once

right - how should we do it ?"

selected should be held.

12) Pick the target,freeze it,personalise it,and

polarise it.
This last one is tricky,some people will say that

success comes from polarising situations,some will say
that it's be’ ter to discover and define areas of agree-

♦

9) An indirect approach that uses humour or makes
fools out of the opposition is ideal.
10) Plan ahead,work out contingency plans for all
possible responses,

18
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THE STATE WANT BLACK RECRUITS TO
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- CARRY-OUT POLICE MURDERS
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£lm police
recruiting
campaign
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By Gareth Parry

V

DON T JOIN THE POLICE

The Metropolitan Police is to
spend almost £1 million over
the next year on the biggest ’
recruitment campaign in its
history. Particular efforts wii:
be made to recruit peop!
from ethnic minorities.
Recruiting drives have al
ready been held in the Brixton
and Haringey areas of London.
Responses were considered en
couraging
enough
to
prompt follow-up campaigns
later in the year.
The recruiting drive in Har
ingey produced 123 inquiries,
87 from blacks and Asians, al
though so far only four appli
cations have been received.
In Brixton 11 of the 17 in
quiries came from members of
ethnic minorities.
The Metropolitan force has
vacancies for 544 officers to
bring it to an establishment of
27,515. But there are at
present only 118 black or
Asian officers.

GUARDIAN JULY 10, '86

I

Propaganda;outwards.
Petit ions.Leaflets•Pamphlets.Public meetings.Exhib
itions.Theatre.Publicity stunts.Graffitti - slogans,
11) Precede a tactic by a build-up,demand or ultimatumsymbols,st ickers.Flyposting.Alternative newspapers.
prepare the press beforehand (without loosing the
Adverts in the mainstream press.Pirate radio.Badges.
element of surprise.)
Flags.Music and gigs,songs.Guerrilla street theatre.
12) The tactic should be dramatic,if possible
Counterfeiting,forms and “official” posters with
symbolising the essence of the conflict.
details changed.Investiqation of facts and research
13) Keep the pressure on.
□n the opposition.Talking to other people.Stalls.
14) Evaluate the tactic and resposes to it afterwards,
Propaganda;inwards.
and use the conclusions in the development of further
Education of group members,films,talks,newsletters,
tactics.
etc.
Once a group is up and running,the next stage is
Symbolic Action.
*
the organisation of a regional network or federation,
Marches.picnics.vigils.f asts.picketing.leaf letting•
to share recources,skills,news,and to put individuals
Mock awards.“Haunting” officials.Mock funerals.“Fake”
in touch with others.
When most of the groups in the country are linked
in some form of network on a local basis,then is the
time to start talking about a national anarchist
conference and the setting up of a nationpl network.

demo’s (that you make sure only the police know about.)
Boycotts - goods,services,businesses.Mass walkouts at

STRATEGY,TACTICS,REVOLUTION.

Civi1 disobedience.

*

a

Most of us know where we want to get to,and what we

opposition meetings.Closing bank accounts.Refusal to

pay rent or taxes.Symbolic strikes.3 minute silences.
Blacklist of local traders.Air raid with leaflets.

Trespass♦Occupations•Sit-ins«Mass shoplifting.

hope to find when we arrive - but how do we get from

Blockades.Stand-ins .Taunting officials.Student strike.

the late 1980’s to an anarchist revolution ?

Lockouts.Lockins.Wildcat strikes.Walkouts.Work to rule.

Refusal to handle certain goods.Reporting “sick”.

■

■J

■■

—

—
*

ORGANISATION ?

continued...

WHO'S ALLOWED TO BE IN THE REVOLUTION?

Reluctant and slow complience."Misunderstanding" orders.
Stink bombs in government buildings.Refusal to disperse.

Blocking and jamming of official lines of command and
information.Mutiny.Hunger strike.Overloading official
systems.Seeking imprisonment.Breaking unjust laws.
Fence cutting.Slow vehicle convoys.

Alternative structures.

CIASS WAR : "The primary division in the
capitalist system, is a class
division; between the working class and the
ruling class and its allies. We accept that
the exact dividing lines are difficult to
define and are subject to change."
GREEN ANARCHIST :

To sustain and develop both basic propaganda and
t

civil disobedience,and to push forwards into the
• area of direct action,some form of alternative
structure will be needed.
Alternative goods and services.Established fund

raising network.Alternative social services and
institutions .Food growing and di stribution. Alternative

channels of communication.Strike funds.Bust funds.
Prisoners relief organisations. Network for hiding
and escape.Counterfieting - false identity.Alternative
transport and distribution - fuel,paper,food,clothes,

medicines,beer,etc. Establishment of new social and
personal patterns^
-trYrszxjV-is.'r1

Many of these already exist in embryonic or minor
forms (but given the limitations of rescources,what

we've got at present is excellent) but would need to
expand dramatically.

Direct Action.
Mass pickets.Squatting.Riots.Destruction of govern

ment and commercial property.Large scale long term
strikes.Sabotage - industrial,computers,telephone
exchanges,construct ion works,police cars,door locks,

pipelines,fuel dumps,stealing official documents.
Monitoring and surviellance of security forces
(increasing to systematic penetration of state comm

hikers, the A.L.F., the young unemployed,
the survivalists, the radical greens."

POSTMAN JON ; "Anyone can be in ny revolut
ion. You can be a peasant, a
miner, a printer, a secretary, an engineer
or the school caretaker. You can live in a
bus, a tee-pee, a tree, a semi-detached
« or
an urban slim. You can wear black, red or
purple with pink spots. You can come from
Birmingham or Bangladesh, Moscow or Miltcn
Keynes. You can burn dcwn fur shops or you
can contemplate your navel all day. You can
be anyone or anything you like. All you
need is a sense of dissatisfaction, a car
ing heart and a willingness to makes person
anal sacrifices in the name of change. It
also helps to be able to make cannon cause
with people very different from yourself &
to be open to constructive (self)criticism.
Join the atoarcho-anarchists today, and stop
the bickering.
—........ ■'

...............

num

ITEMS FOR YOUR CRIMINAL FILES

unications networks by trained signals intelligence
groups).Destroying vital equipment in official

buildings - typewriters,toilets.Rai 1 and road blocks,
temporary or permenant.Cutting of power or phone

lines.Causing powercuts.Takeover of radio stations.

The Police have been road testing their
latest aquisition - A new unmarked car
complete with plain clothe bully boys.
The nurrber to note is: C581 WVC

Destruction of T.V. transmitters.Occupation and
takeover of official buildings - police stations,
rail stat ions ■, f ood depots and stores, pri sons, telephone

* exchanges,council offices. Rendering government

emergency bunkers and emergency systems unworkable.
Establishing and expanding "no-go" areas.
GENERAL STRIKE.
REVOLUTION. (?).

...and to do all that,there’s going to have to be
a lot more anarchists than there are now,in spirit if
not in deed. The anarchist movement is growing at
present,but it’s not enough. So go back to the start,

get that group going,and roll out the propaganda and

actions !

79 % of the cars travelling into Central
London every morning are COMPANY cars.

Also note that there are now squads of
filth arranged for deployment in the West .
Midlands. These are particularly nasty
because they are driving around in beaten up
old minis. Keep a look out.
Anyone with other little facts such as
those above, send them in and we'll spread
the news.

WHOLEFOODS - CHEAP!

A new wholefoods venture is being set
up by local anarchists who are fed up
with being unable to afford decent food
from the rip-off healthfood shops in and
around Leamintcn. They will take orders
and deliver to your house at prices con
siderably cheaper than the shops. Money
will be required in advance however.More
information as soon as they are set up.

articles from Leamington
A. R. grp.

■/ ••.

The "Comparative Pathology Bulletin" (May '82) showed
this photo (1) as "Mystery Case No. 13" and asked readers
to guess what had brought the monkey, who was so deformed
as to be unidentifiable, to such a sorry state. One clue
was given : "environmental pollutant".
It later turned out that the monkey had been exposed
to DIOXIN by vivisectors at Wisconsin Primate Centre,
Madison, Wisconsin, U.S.A.. Dioxin was an ingredient of
Agent Orange, the notorious pollutant used by the U.S.A.F.
in the chemical defoliation programs in Vietnam, Laos and
Cambodia. Its ’’side effects” entailed the widespread
massacres of humans and other animals causing them hideous
deathsT leaving them spitting out tatters of their lungs,
with severe burns all over the body. The long-term effects
vere just as horrific, babies were bom without brains,
having no/deformed limbs or even three eyes. Siamese twins
were bom joined together at the waist, Chest or even
at the head. Survivors suffered gruesome bums, as ill
ustrated here (1966) shovdng "before and after" (in
pictures (2) & (3)). Photo (4) shows a child damaged by
Dioxin vapours that leaked out ot a chemical plant at
Seveso, Northern Italy, in the ’70s.

8
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One oz. of Agent Orange dropped in the water supply of
London would wipe out the whole population of Greater
London; 281bs were dropped cn Vietnam. The result was
that:
40% of all rubber plantations were destroyed,
41% of all mango groves were destroyed,
50% of all rain forests were destroyed.
These areas can not be used for another 40 years.
But even today multi-national companies such as McDONALD’s
are using Agent Orange to defoliate Rain forests in
South America.
UNITE AND FIGHT .
Pooh.

HQ
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ULTRA-HANDY "E" CHART FOR VEGANS

where's ALL OUR FOOD GOING TO COME FROM?
I think we have to be careful that we want to replace all
the shit we see around us with something better, not just gain
something (resources-mcney, a slice of the cake) that we are lacking

The following ”E’’ No’s are not
vegan (by origin or substance). How
ever , many other "E" ’s should be av*oided (see elsewhere) - cn the gr
ounds of hazard to health, country
of origin, etc. ••

at the manent.
- Still in everyday life we have much of the conditioning
that has been waged against us since day I. We have to try and
overcare this I feel if we are to become a more positive force or just to feel better. For instance, it makes me sad to see people
who want much the same thing, bitching at each other over small term
issues - though full connunication is inportant, and each one of us
should be open to "valuable" criticism.
I think also that we have to start looking at quite long
term issues eg, food production, in a sound ecological way which
does not exploit people, animals, or perhaps more inportantly the land.
Many experts admit that present high input - high output intensive
chemically reliant monoculture systems (most farms In the country)
are depleting the land of essential mineral resources, and destroying
the natural harmony of our fertile country - to leave perhaps
years a more or less a barren, drained landscape. Vhare is oui focxi
in

t

104
120
124
132
153

270
322
325
326
327

481
473
474
482
475
483
Vit D3
477
480 (not always)

year. 1982-83, the EEC was^e^
stroying, every minute! 8661b,
of apples, 41 cauliflowers,
1,648 lemons, 1,358 oranges,.
438 peaches, 755 lb of toma-v,
toes, 46lb of pears, and SIU) <rfL
mandarins.
.• ’
>
In addition, 2,3041b of ap^
pies, and 175 of pears were,,
distilled every .ininute iptoa
. alcohol.
♦ -vk
r«a- t
Like beef anrf; dairy, l>rod<
• ucts,< the output of Community^
fruit growers had been' encour-1
aged by the guaranteed <price
mechanism, although imports,

going to oome from after the revolution?
Furthermore, there seems a lot of people in Leaningtcn,
as the initial anarchist meetings shewed , that find the town
boring. Maybe we should look a bit nore on the present.
attracting note people and making things more lively, (eg. BrinkJow,
Mitalated Bardrun Discos)
So far the only events I’ve oome across which have worked
well in uniting many different people are hunt sabs....and I suppose

gig

405
422
470 '
471
472

A

Harmony and Freedom

V
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Everyone knows about "animal rights" - most vegetarians and vegans became so for those
reasons. Most are also aware that animals are fed partly cn inported feeds from the Third
World whilst their people starve, and that there is not enough land to feed everyone in
such a wasteful way. The domestic political implications have been less widely considered
but are fundamental to the future of British agriculture, and therefore the whole economy
Although Britain has subsidized agriculture since W.W.II, subsidies today come from
the E.E.C. 's Common Agricultural Programme (C.A.P.) . A subsidy can work two ways. Most
subsidies work by paying the producer (fanner) a certain amount for every item produced.
For instance, a potato farmer would be paid, say, £1 per bag of potatoes on top of the
money he gets for them at the market. The usual result of this is that the farmer redCaulfflow^tyire burled injof his potatoes by, say, 50p, as his costs are
uces the price
less. Thus the
__ __________
jo make
thim inedible. Toma- subsidy benefits both producer and cjonsumer.
However, this toes , vs.),4
unu>S.:ironi\giafit?/
are ..dumped,
from -giant! is not how the E.E.C. subsidy works. This works by
tipper trukkft and ■ other good *i
.
.
. , . r
setting a minim- /food
/
£ls ploughed , into •, th*|um market price which is higher than would be nor^
■
Thus, the amount produced is higher, as land which
mally charged.
would not normally be worth farming can now make a profit, but demand is less as people
can’t afford to buy as much. This means that there is a surplus of food which the E.E.C.
buys up at the higher price. This is where the wine lakes and grain mountains come frcm.
Under this system the farmer makes huge profits. The consumer, however, loses twice.
Firstly, we have to pay more for our food, as prices are kept artificially high.. Secondly
the mcney to buy the food has to come from somewhere, vhich means not only higher taxes,
but less money for hospitals, benefits and other "services”. Thus, as we’d expect, the
C.A.P. represents a theft from each and every one of us.
The E.E.C., left with these vast surpluses, has to get rid of than somehow, which it
does in various ways. The greatest of these
KEG/fam, author# is the animal in
dustry. Being highly inefficient sources of
nourishment, animals bum up the unwanted crops very quickly.
This process is
helped by such absurdities as feeding dairy
cattle on skimmed
milk and converting grain into plastic. A
vast array of food
technoogists are enployed at huge consultancy
fees to «ome up
back
I. T.l
er being
with ways to use up food that should never
have been grown in
f / Community
the first place.
The environmental consequences of this policy have been catastrophic. In order to ex^
ploit the marginal land which, due to artificially high food prices, can now be economic
ally farmed, hedges have been ripped up, rare plants and animals have been driven to the
11
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(Green Line, 1985)

AGRICULTURE IN CRISIS cont

Research jobs are lost
as farm incomes slump
fc.
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verge of extinction and the whole shape of the British countryside been distorted. Clust
ered around the trough are the chemical companies like I.C.I., the veterinary industry
and the dity, eager to grab the farmer' s profits and plough them into all the unsavoury
investments imaginable.
Very little of this money filters through to the farmworkers. Although demand for
agricultural produce has risen, the massive increase in the use of technology has meant
that the labour force has shrunk to a fraction of its post-war size.As a result, agri
• Tractors now outnumber farmworkers on British farms country •
wages are among the worst in the
(Annual Review of Agriculture, 1985)
appalling
The industry's safety record is
- worse than the mines and the nuclear power stations. The farmworker's struggle is our
After all, they don't want to
Struggle tOO • *
farmland is owned by only 2% of the population. Investment in
h AnH 1 n nnv>- 1 agricultural land is made up as follows: 8.5% by traditional public
ious
chemicals
any
more
than
we
institutions; 1.2% by financial institutions; and 90.3% rby private
them.'
Want tO Oat
individuals, companies and trusts.
7^

Well.

QSI® It Anyway ?, 19(}2, Jlicbard Norton-Taylor)
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* In 1984 there were 220,000 farmers, each subsidised by an average of
£285,000 p.a., amounting to £5 a week from every man, woman and child in
Britain. As a result of Common Agricultural Policy, British consumers pay
8-10% more for their food.

subsidies, the E.E.C. also pays out grants
for maintenance, new buildings and other
things. The largervthe farm, the more grants. (Enough Is Enough. CECG, 1984)
they can get. This means that in times of crisis f such as new, the smaller farmers go
under,faster than the bigger ones which means that the ownership of land concentrates in
fewer hands. Farmer Giles is giving wav to the bankers and the insurance companies.
The National Farmers Union (N.F.U.) is one of the most powerful pressure groups in the
country. The recent dispatching of the convoy et al was largely a result of the N.F.U.
pulling a few strings in the right places. Government knows how important agriculture is
to political control, and protects the farmers accordingly.
This conspiracy is being threatened by a quiet revolution, executed by people largely

I

• In 1984 the food industry spent £313m on advertising; this compared with ImaWare Of the revolutionary Consequences Of
a quarter of a million pounds allocated to promote healthy eating by the
their actions. 5% Of the population are nCW
Health Education Council.
,
..
, .
. .
.
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vegetarian (in Britain) and an increasing
proportion (min. 200,000) of these are vegan
Nearly 10% of wonyn between the ages of 16 & 24, tomorrows housekeepers (?) , have renoun
ced meat. Moreover, the vast ““
— - ...
9 On average men spend 12 mins a week washing up, and 6
those who have taken the
'Sins a day cooking. Women, on the other hand, spend at
stuck with it. How many rel- least 2-3 Hours on cooking and food preparation each day.
apsed veqetar(CannedFood
FoodAdvisory
AdvisoryService,
Service.1984).
19M).
.
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ians do you know ? This is
__________________________________ no fad, this is
a historic change in a nations eating habits, which is being mirrored all over the West
ern world.
Contrary to popular opinion, Britain has far more land than it needs to feed itself.
27 million acres of this country are given over to pasture (of which 5 million acres
would be suitable for crops.) , 12 m to graving animal feeds and only 7m to growing food
directly for human consunption. It is estimated that Britain could feed itself, on a
vegan diet, on 9m acres.
The move away from animal products has already cut the demand for agriculture. Already
through both principle and poverty, demand for meat has fallen by 10%. For the first time
meat has to be advertised on T.V. This trend can only continue, especially with Spain in
the E.E.C., and cheaper Spanish vegetables in the market.
The reduction in demand is increasing surpluses to the point where the C.A.P. is be- -,
coming unworkable. It is new admitted that cuts will have to be made, ana farmers will
have to go under. The industry is in a panic. Land prices, especially of marginal land,
are falling drastically.
Few of us will shed any tears at the thought of bankrupt farmers. After forty years of
feather-bedding, destroying the landscape, causing untold misery to millions of animals
and exploiting their workers, the chickens are coming home to roost. Welcome back to the
real world, suckers..
However, in the general rejoicing, we should not lose sight of the valuable political
opportunity this offers. Land, already much cheaper, will soon be going for a song. Soon,
we’ll be able to buy up whole estates and return them to small-scale organic farming.
Agricultural co-ops will be able to sell healthy foods to retail and distribution co-ops
in the towns. We can start to take our food back into our hands. Of course, this does not
constitute a revolution in itself - STRUGGLE MUST CONTINUE ON ALL LEVELS. However, in
times such as these, it is a sorely needed piece of good news,
I
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LOCAL pubs and
rrestaurants which have
.{filthy
kitcher arid sell
{filthy kitchens,
/will 5
was
det ided this week.-

Fe~

4

! The decbiop came on Wed?
ne&lay'.night aften^a^shock
^’report to-district environ4 me tai health chiefs who were
|tok
r; 3
’
£ W
> A local restaurant which
wr
;! sold a rancid
rancid pizza and diced
- chicken -which was unfit for
notion. v
.
* human consumption
• A generaT store which
_Isold jack, pies affected-4^
a
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> A larg^ public house^MffT
^restaurant and dining facilities
" where an inspection by health
| officers revealed 58. contra
ct ventions of food hygiene reguf altions. :
?** ' »•
' . I• A- large outdoor event
K- ..wild
held in the district on one Sun*
£ day‘lit*May this .year when
catering facilities did not meet
gal food hygiene -require*5,
4ments,* j r- ••
* In eachAjQase. councdlora^
* gave ...authority for . health
£ officers to prosecute the offers
ders. But some felt the names'
* of the establishments should
also have, been released to
| warn the public about con-f ditions.r There was particular
concern about the case where
there had been 58 contra
ventions,1 after an earlier
warning.
‘They have had two years
^-and I think it's disgraceful that
>they are getting away with it,”
F* said Cpun Bob Bqtler.n . v 1
But two motions put for- ward to name offenders were
jDOthlQSU
>
I'.
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/ 3500 additives in une in the U.K. of which
# 149 additives permitted in the U.K. also have *2
.
.
. , .

EEC approval

(London Food Commission)
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Lhy indicated by Mr Jopling's
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attitude to the use of diethyl
II

»
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t is not easy to oversee the
&

mount of drugs that the
farmer gives to nis animals.
Some are already mixed into
the animal feed that the
farmer buys. We know that
antibiotics consumed over
long periods of time are pow
erless against new disease or
ganisms. But the farmer’s job
is to keep a sick animal alive
until it is slaughtered and he
can.even, a few hours before,
give the animal a large dose
of antibiotic to keep it on its
feet while it staggers into the
stunning pen to qualify for its
EEC subsidy. If the consumer
eventually eats that part of
the animal where the injec
tion was given, there are
likely to be very unpleasant
adverse effects.
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MILK *
-< Other incidents monitored
by water authorities show that
pipes and overflows from si
lage or effluent tanks have
been erected with grant aid
from the Ministry of Agricul
ture, and then used to allow
polluting substances to enter
rivers and streams. Silage is
up to 200 times more polluting
than untreated domestic sew
age, the Water Authorities As
sociation points out.
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particularly
Milk
is
susceptible to chemical
residues. The dairy cow
that produces the milk
may well have grazed on
pasture which has been
sprayed with herbicides
including 2,4,5-T, the now
notorious
weed
killer
which
is
commonly
contaminated with dioxin
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Back on dryland. >
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North Sea Oil and British Agru ullurc
have a lot m common.

They’re two of Britain’s top revenue
generators.
Both are forward-looking, dynamic
industries. Both alnv with new ideas lor
producing more national income. Both
essential to our future economic set untv.
•
Of course, North Sea Oil has been a
considerable and timely shot in the arm
for our economic well-being. The wealth
produced has had an impact on our whole
waj of life.

Fannings fundamental but less
publicised contribution to the nation’s
wealth is no less important than that of oil.

The last forty years is proof of that.

Producing more food from less,

al a tower Rficf ■
Just after the last war we could grow
only half of what w ale. Today we re able

*

1
to produce virtually al! the food we need.
Although vc have about 8 million more
people now, and use thousands of acres
less land, were practically sell-sutiivlent
in what we cal.

of this future. They not only provide a
natural balance of vital elements, but they
enable the UK to grow wheat and other
produce al a cost competitive with thv ksI
of the world.

The efficiency of farming has also
had a profound eflect on food prices.
Between January 74 and March 86. the
cost of flour, for example, rose 26% less
than the general retail price index.

That’s why IC1 Agricultural Division
is proud to be Britain s leading IcrUluvi
manufacturer.

Of course, the current surpluses in
production resulting from recent agri cul
tural policy present a new c hallcngc. But
the farming industry has a proven record
of successful adaptation to change

The vital part.played by fertilizers.

.-<*

4*

While wc’vv got oil on our hands,
let's not forget that wt’vr gpt agriculture in
our blood.

¥>u are invited Io write to us for nv»n
information on the issues raised ill this
advertisement. Contact Mrs Tudni at KI
Agricultural Division. PUBox I,Bdimglidin,
Cleveland TS23 J LB.

What our land produces will go u
long way towards keeping us economically
— as well as physically — healthy, far into
the future. And this assured future is one
of farming's greatest strengths.

FERTILIZERS
Helping nature and Britain - Io gron.

Fertilizers are an essend al ingredient

/4s • *«/o' mpphet to atpicuhurr. KI Agricultural Du bioh u running thii irriet ofndt^Tli.rmenh. designed to inntatt public auarrnm both efthe
rvicoffrriilizrrt m modrn<Jnrminqtind (father hry luaoinio/uu/ in the product ion oj bnitthjM Many nf thejui to presented herr utl! befamiliar to the

farming ((nnmiinity I ut ue bdirvt it c hate a re>ptm*ibihty in help keep the grnem! pubiu fully informed on ihe»e major and romplej

NE THING you can say
for the chaps who make
the agrochemicals they do like a challenge. Show
them a patch of vegetation
where none was actually
planted and they won’t rest
until they see the stems con
torted and the leaves turning
brown.
Meanwhile 1C1, those wellknown polluters of the
nation’s water supplies, have
begun a PR campaign to
improve the image of the
British farmer. And David
Fyfe, the company’s fertiliser
business manager, has written
to journalists to explain why.
It seems farmers arc a hard
working, conservation-minded
bunch of chaps and it’s high
time someone stood up for
them.
Of course the real reason
for the full-page ads in the
quality dailies is that ICI is
getting into a panic about its
fertiliser sales. The penny’s
finally dropped that the way
farmers go around plastering
their fields with ammonium
nitrate from Billingham may
not be in their own or the
publjpiotcjcst....

Even Farm Minister
Jopiing. the Government’s
chief promoter of agrochemi
cal sales, has turned sour. He’s
ordered his experts to look
into the dangers of fertiliser
nitrates building up in our
water supplies. And that old
friend of the poison-peddlers,
the National Farmers’ Union,
is starting to get a bit bolshy
too.
At the union’s next council
meeting delegates will get a
report from office-holders
showing that when quotas are
introduced for cereals the
rationing of fertiliser nitrogen
will be the best way of
keeping up farmers’ incomes.
No wonder 1CI is having to
be so sycophantic about
farmers. It has got to convince
everyone it’s the farmer’s
friend. And everyone knows it
isn’t.

At ieast 4,000 peoplei suffer

DID YOU KNOT that butterflies
are dying out. One exanple
of this is the Large Blue
butterfly which is new
extinct. This particular
butterfly had a very
interesting life cycle. The
caterpillar was protected
by a species of ant which
lived in short grass. When
myxomatosis was introduced
all the rabbits were killed.
This meant the grass grev
longer (since the rabbits
weren’t eating it) , the ant
couldn't survive and the
caterpillars died out.

acute po isoning from pesticides
every year in the UK, the Agriculture Select Committee of the
House of Commons was told
yesterday. Uh
A
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The pesticide problem also confounds the sage advice
of nutritionists to eat more wholemeal bread.
Pesticides collect, naturally enough, in the outer,
brown layer of the wheat kernel. Harsher milling to
produce white bread presumably reduces them. And
evidence presented to a British Crop Protection
Conference in 1981 by two Ministry of Agriculture
scientists showed that nearly fifty per cent of the
pesticides on wholemeal wheat survived both milling
and baking
v,

• A recent study of 3,000 Americans revealed only 30 of them without at least
one kind of insecticide in their blood.
(The Economist, Nov. 1984)

HUMANKIND HAS A LOT TO ANSWER FOR

• 1500 pesticides have been approved for use in the U.K. resulting in some
4,400 proprietary brands currently on the market

IT'S ABOUT time it starts replying

(List of Cleared Products, PSPS, 1984)

• One third of fruit and vegetables was found to have detectable levels of
pesticide residues. 1 in 10 of the fruit samples, and 1 in 5 of the vegetables
contained residues above the reporting limit. DDT was found in some samples
despite a voluntary ban on its use.

4
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Listed belcw are the food colouring and additives published by the Hospital Centre Of
Chaumont, France. They were published from information given by The Research Centre
Hospital of Villejuif, France. Their aim aim is to draw attention to the effect of nost of
these additives, used in the food industry, to the consumer.
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E100 HARMLESS
IV
E101
E102 DANGEROUS
E103 FORBIDDEN
E104 SUSPICIOUS
E105 FORBIDDEN
E106 DANGEROUS
E110 FORBIDDEN
•I
Hill
E120 DANGEROUS
1.121 FORBIDDEN
H122 SUSPICIOUS
E123 VERY DANGEROUS
E124 DANGEROUS
El 25 FORBIDDEN
it
E126
E127 DANCE RO US
El 30 FORBIDDEN
El 31 CARCINOGENIC
El32 HARMLESS
El 40
"
El41 SUSPICIOUS
E142 CARCINOGENIC
El 50 SUSPICIOUS
El 51
El 52 FORBIDDEN
El 53 SUSPICIOUS
El 60 HARMLESS
El 61
El 62 HARMLESS
El 63
El 70
E171 SUSPICIOUS
E173
E174 HARMLESS
n
E175
El 80 SUSPICIOUS
El 81 FORBIDDEN
EW - 203 HARMLESS
E210 - 217 CARCINOGENIC
E22O DESTRUCTION OF VIT. B12
E221 - 226 INTESTINAL DISTURBANCES
E23O - 233 SKIN DISTURBANCES
E239 CARCINOGENIC
E25O - 252 BLOOD PRESSURE INCIDENCE
E3O7 HARMLESS
E3O8
E311 SKIN RASH
E312
E32O CHOLESTEROL
E321
E33O CARCINOGENIC & COLD SORES
E338 - 341 DIGESTIVE DISTURBANCES
E4O7
"
E45O '
"
E461 - 466
E4 77 SUSPICIOUS
1

J
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If anyone out there is concerned about all the
chemical additives in our food, it might be worth
growing some of your own vegetables. Even though I
am vegan and steer clear of most connerciaily
produced food, it is impossible to tell what sort
of additives are present in our vegetables. I mean,
we can't see the little bastards and they have this
uncanny habit of making the food look perrect. The
other tning which is even more alarming is the
introduction of irradiated food and its effects.
(We will try to print more on this particular area
in the next issue.)
All I'm really building up to say is that
organic farms are getting themselves together. If you
your interested in seeing organic farming at worx,
^ou could visit Ryton Gardens (just off the B4O29
between WoIston and the A45 London Road.) No
chemicals or artificial fertilisers are used and
only organic methods are employed.
Alternatively, if you want to get seme of ^our
own food going, it is not too late .to start sowing
the seeds.
Here are just a few; CARROTS / LETTUCE /
RADISH / CABBAGE / CALABRESE (YUM .') / CHINESE
CABBAGE / FRENCH BEANS / EKAS.
PLEASE NOTE - Anarcho lettuces are available x.rom
the Leamington Anarchists
experimental organic garden. If you
would like some of these delicious
plants, or would like to get involved
with the garden then drop us a line.
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ONLY 3 MILES FROM LEAMINGTON
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WE ARE NOW OPEN FOR

STRAWBERRIES AND GOOSEBERRIES
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PLEASE PHONE FOR AVAILABILITY
Open every day from 9 am.-8 p.m.

<
SAM MORETOH & SONS, BURNT HEATH FARM
OFfCHURCH, NR. LEAMINGTON SPA, WARWICKSHIRE*^
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Repatriate
'humanely’,
says MP
By Alan Travis
* Tory MP claimed yester
day that a " humane repatri
ation scheme ” for blacks
would have huge public
support.
In a speech to the Tory
Action Group at the House
of Commons, Mr Harvey
Proctor, MP for Billericay
castigated mainstream politi
cians, and by implication Mrs
Thatcher, for denying British
people
the
option
of
repatriation.
“ What has never been
convincingly explained is
just why, in the 1950’s, there
was any compelling reason
for us to stop being what we
always had been and begin
the process which, if it is
not arrested, Will eventually
turn into a mainly AfroAsian country,’1 said Mr
Proctor.
He claimed to see already
sinister
faction
fighting
“ among immigrant communi
ties and foresees the possibil
ity of British people living
under an Islamic republic.
“ Old film footage of the
Festival of Britain in 1951
showed that at that time wc

Farmer to sue Ministry
in US base test case
Mr Proctor — castigated
mainstream politicians
ewer still almost exclusively
a European people. Then, in
the space of a decade, there
took place the massive Indian
influx, which was to give rise
inevitably to our present
troubles, and the far worst
ones which are to come.”
He attacked former Con
servative governments for
failing to halt immigration,
and even Mrs Thatcher.,
** Does anyone suppose that
if, at the next election, one
of the parties were to pro
pose an end to all new Com
monwealth and Pakistani,
immigration, together with a
humane repatriation scheme,
there would not be a huge
vote in favour ? ”
The present politicians
would not offer that option
and comforted themselves by
saying that today’s racial
problems were as nothing
compared to those their suc
cessors would face, he said.

Arms firm accused
1

By Susan Tirbutt
A farmer who was impris
oned for 10 days under Minis
try of Defence by-laws for
demonstrating
against
the
United States bombing of Trip
oli is suing the Defence Secre
tary
for
wrongful
imprisonment following the
overturning of the by-laws by
a magistrates court.
The test case by Mr Roger
Stearn, aged 46, of Old New
ton, Suffolk, follows the over
turning of 27 Ministry of
Defence by-laws by magistrates
at Mildenhall, Suffolk on Mon
day. The by-laws were intro
duced by the former Defence
Secretary,
Mr
Michael
Heseltine, in 1984 to outlaw
protests at US air bases fol
lowing concerted demonstrat
ing at the Greenham Common
US air base.
Mr Denzil Davies, Opposition
defence spokesman, yesterday
demanded urgent Government
action over the court ruling
He said there could be indi
viduals in prison for action
they took contrary to “ these
new illegal by-laws.”
The Mildenhall magistrates
i dismissed a case against a for-

Peanut for
l pc rise in
benefits
•

From Roland Stanbrldge
in Stockholm
The Swedish arms manufac
turer, Bofors, has smuggled at
least £20 million of missiles
and explosives to the Middle
East
during
the
1980s,
according to a government com
mission of inquiry.
One of the commissioners,
Mr Porbjorn Sebell, said at the
weekend that there appeared
to be a wide network of Euro
pean armaments manufacturers
who cooperated in smuggling
war materials to Third World
countries engaged in conflict.
They worked together to cir
cumvent a European ban on
such exports.
“ No single manufacturer
could possibly supply a coun
try such as Iran with all the
explosives it requires. This is
another reason why the muni

tions companies, essentially in
competition with each other,
have coordinated their efforts,”
Mr Sebell said.
Another of the comissioners,
Mr Hans Ohlsson, said that the
arms
trade
was
” rotten
through and through and it
seems that most European
countries are involved in
smuggling to nations at war.” .
The findings of the* commit
sion have been handed to the
state prosecutor, who will de
cide whether charges should
be made.
The investigation into Bofors
began after evidence gathered
by the Swedish peace move
ment was laid before the
police in 1984. This accused
Bofors of smuggling weapons
and explosive chemicals, in
contravention of Swedish law,
to Dubai, Bahrain. Syria, Ethi
opia, Iraq and Iran.

•

A GIANT peanut is to be de
livered to 10 Downing Street
today as one of a series of
protests at the 1 per cent in
crease in social security bene
fit rates which takes effect
this
week,
writes
Peter
Hildrew.
The basic pension goes up
by 40p to £38.70 a week for a
single person, and by 65p to
£61.95 for a couple. A single
person on supplementary bene
fit will get an extra 30p a
week and a couple 55p, while,
sickness benefit goes VP by,t
130p and child benefit by lOp
| to £7.10.

mer policeman, Mr John Bugg,
for entering Mildenhall US air
base by an unauthorised en
trance and invalidated 27 by
laws after he challenged their
legality on 40 points.
The other by-laws overturned
include restrictions on . access,
camping or sleeping in a pro
tected area, defacing signs or
walls and taking photographs
in a protected area.
Mr Stearn. who entered
Lakenheath air base on April
20th, the first Sunday after the
US bombing of Tripoli, made a
citizen’s arrest on himself and
gave himself up at the local
police station.
He was charged under MoD
by-laws with trespass and fined
£50 or seven days imprison
ment. A further fine of £50 or
seven days plus £35 costs was
imposed for a previous offence
for which he had been bound
over to keep the peace.
Mr Steam chose to go to
prison rather than pay the fine
and served 10 days
The Campaign for Nuclear
Disarmament estimates that
several
hundred
protesters
have been convicted under the
MoD by-laws.
.
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Whale battlej
•

•

POLICE and members of the
Sea Shepherd anti-whaling
organisation exchanged shot
gun blasts and teargas bombs
when the police tried to
board the protesters’ ship,
I police in the Faroe Islands
said yesterday. No one was
hurt. A coastguard vessel fol
lowed the ship until it left
Faroese territory.—Reuter. .
• :
Sir,— I can just take
throwaway cans, bottles,
1 plastic wrapping, and even
i cars and Tvs. But throw
away bridges? Never. Why is
it that while we still have
superb
architectural
monuments built by the Vic
torians, we have to build a
new Severn Bridge every
twenty years. And I was
thinking the level of technol
ogy had increased! — Yours
Ben Lane,
Roath,
Cardiff.

US whites 12 times
richer than blacks
household, against $39,135 per
white family and $3,397 per
black household.
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□ Security was total and
there were no untoward
incidents along the route,
but there was a near miss.
Two demonstrators came
within an ace of unfurling a
. 35ft banner, protesting
against the Public Order Bill,
• . from the fifth floor of a
. I building opposite the Abbey
as the newly-weds came
De

WASHINGTON: The
out. Their plans were
lias carefully laid. They
tone ‘
Department
released alist of 20 air entered a competition in the
ba* -s in Europe and the Far Today newspaper for
the prizes were
Er. st where nuclear-armed which
VS planes are maintained on grandstand views of the
royal wedding from the
alert.
Queen Elizabeth
The list includes bases in Conference Centre. Their
West Germany, entry was a royal wedding
England,
Turkey, Italy, Belgium, the poem of breathtaking
Netherlands, Greece
and banality (“ Today the
South Korea.
nation’s all a-bubble,
The list was included Andrew’s finally out of
recently in records of hear trouble ”) but they still won
ings last spring by the House a prize and they were
of Representatives Appropri usnered through all the
ations Subcommittee on mili security checks to the
Today newspaper suite right
tary construction.
opposite the Abbey
The bases > are at Rani- entrance. One of the
steip, Buchel. Menningen, demonstrators, a woman,
Norvenich, and Hahn, West disguised her banner as a
Germany; Erhac, Eskishir, dress and the idea was to
Hurled,
Balkesir,
and stretch it out between two
Incircflk, Turkey; AviSpo, windows
__ ______________
at the vital
Ghedi, and * Rimini/ Italy ; moment so all the world
Lakcnheath,
in
Suffolk could see the slogan
upper Ileyford, in Glances- Divorce the ~
• Order
Public
tershire , Bentwaters,
Suf- Bill. But when they got up
folk,
England ; — Kt line, there they discovered, to
Brogel, Belgium; Volkei, the their horror, that the
Netherlands ■;
Araxos, windows in the swish new
Greece; and Kunsan, South conference centre did not
Korea. /•’
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EXCLUSIVE By SIMON HUGHES

I

X

STRIKING workers occupying a
factory were yesterday accused
of smuggling in their wives and
girlfriends for sex-and-booze ses
sions.
: The men are said to have gone
0

open. And then an alert -• •
security man spotted that
the dress was a banner. “ We
were foiled,” said Jimmy
Smith, a spokesman for the
Campaign Against Police
Repression. “We were
•I*
hoping to make the point
that the police will have the
r_wer to ban large public
gatherings under the Public
Order Bill. Of course, they
won’t use the powers against
royal weddings but they
will use them against
demonstrations. It’s all
part of the attitude that there
are acceptable and nonacceptable things to do and
demonstrations are
becoming increasingly non-J
acceptable.”.
.
• •

They have let bosses
inside only once—to pay
wages owed up to the
, start of the dispute.
Mr Bevin added: "They
. seem to be hamng a par
ity-no woni^Mthey don't
want, to come out." , ■ —
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Then, say bosses, they collected their
women and more drinks before return
ing to continue the sit-in at night.
Furious John Bevin, boss of the
Tudor Garden Products plant, in
Baglan, South Wales, said
yesterday:
“The women were still
there the nOxt morning
and you can imagine
what they were doing.
"They were using the
luxury sunbeds we make,
too."
Seventeen strikers
locked out the manage
ment a week ago in pro
test over pay > and
conditions.
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at the butcher’s shop.
An explosives expert wearing protec
tive gear was called in to defuse the
device, which contained a bolt intended
to shoot out of a thin steel tube, the court
was told.
,
Poice went round to a flat in High
Street where Grill was staying with
friends and found piping, pliers, masking
all used in the
tape and crow scarers
manufacture of the device, said Mr Lynn.
The Royal Armoury Research Develop
ment Centre examined the unexploded
device and said it could have caused an
explosion similar to that from a 12-bore
gun, magistrates were told.
After initial denials, Grill admitted both
offences. He told them: “I am a vegan I
eat no animal-derived products. I detest
having to walk past carcass-filled butcher
shops. The same can be said for fur
shops.
“I must oppose this cruelty in any way I
can.”
In a later statement to police he said an
accomplice, Andrew Greenlees, had
helped him make the devices. But he
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to a pub to get sozzled after
being paid as a goodwill gesture.
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Animal rights protester Christopher
Grill placed two incendiary devices to
blast the shop windows of a furrier and
butcher, a court heard on Friday✓
The first one, made from a crow scarer,
exploded causing £300 worth of damage to
Brian’s Furs, of Regent Street, Leaming
ton. The second device, resembling a
“firearm,” was placed outside Alf Jones
Butchers in Clemens Street, Leamington,
but failed to explode, magistrates in the
town were told.
Grill, a 20-year-old electronics student
now living in London, pleaded guilty to a
charge of committing and intending to
commit criminal damage two days before
New Year’s day.
Mr Mark Lynn, prosecuting, told the
court that a patrolling policeman’s atten
tion was drawn to Brian’s Furs by some
one, later discovered to be totally uncon
nected with the incident, acting suspi
ciously.
A blue phosphorous flash went off
partly melting the glass pane. The officer
searched for other likely targets in the
town and discovered and second device
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added that he would not have planted
them had there been any danger to
people.
He said he was familiar with the device
having made about 1
in the past. He
rated the chances of fire breaking out at
“zero”, and said there would have been
no flying shrapnel. . .
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SOMEDAY, HOWE, SOMEDAY....

Howe gives peace
in South Africa
THE AZANIAN PEOPLE WILL WIN LIBERATION NO MATTER HOW
THE SOUTH AFRICAN FASCIST REGIME
AND ITS IMPERIALIST BACKERS TRY TO PREVENT THEM
Leamington Anarchist Group meet every Sunday at 6:00pn in Bath Place
Community Centre, to discuss table-tennis, vegan munchies etc. Anyone of
an open-minded disposition is welcome to attend, whether to observe or
participate. We also welcome correspondence and will endeavour to answer
/print all enquiries. Information about local events, community actions,
projects, scum-bag landlords, etc will be treated in confidence if requir
ed and acted upon if necessary. Books and other literature are available
for your entertainment and edification. We are also prepared to debate on
any issue, upto (& inc.) public debate.
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L. @. G. ,
c/o 45, GROVE PL,
Learn. Spa. Warks.

